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Asymmetric Coplanar Strip- (ACS-) Fed Side Edge Panel MIMO Antenna for IoT and 5G Applications
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For future wireless high-speed wireless applications, the antenna design plays an indispensable role. Electrical compactness has been challenging over the years among the research fraternity. Hence, this paper proposes an electrically compact and miniaturized asymmetric coplanar strip- (ACS-) fed MIMO to bridge this research gap. In MIMO antennas, two electrically small antennas are used and are placed on the edges of the smartphone. A ladder-shaped radiator with a C-shaped slit inserted on the ground plane makes up the antenna’s monopole radiator. A compact antenna is proposed in this paper with dimensions of $0.076\lambda \times 0.409\lambda \times 0.005\lambda$. This achieves dual band characteristics, which cater to 3.5/5.5 GHz (WiMAX), 5.8 GHz (WLAN), 6.3 GHz (C-band), and sub-6 GHz 5G bands. For the available aperture, reasonable gain is attained by the proposed architecture. Furthermore, fractional bandwidth of 69% and 43% in 2.6 GHz and 5.5 GHz bands, respectively, acting in accordance with the bandwidth stated by Wheeler and Chu’s limit, has been attained in this ACS-fed antenna. In both the operating frequency bands, more than 20 dB isolation between the antenna elements has been achieved. High integrity is attained by the radiation pattern, and actual deployment is granted. Moreover, the simulated results presented are in good accordance with the measured results.

1. Introduction

The dramatic increase in global mobile data traffic in recent years because of various advanced applications, including the Internet of Things (IoT), wearable devices, and 5G communication, put a lot of pressure on upgradation of communication systems in terms of capacity and performance. The spectrum in sub-6 GHz bands is covered by a wide range of commercial wireless standards, such as WLAN (wireless local area network), worldwide interoperability for WiMAX (microwave access), and C-band applications [1]. Portable devices with multicianner hardware ecosystems have been created and tailored to target consumer applications [2], such as wireless sensor network nodes, wireless dongles, and IOT (Internet of Things) sensors [3–5]. The data rates are still limited in sub-6 GHz communication because of the narrow bandwidth. The network at the spectrum level must seamlessly utilize sub-6 GHz bands for the spatial multiplexing and coverage of many devices. In contrast, higher bands must be employed for expelling the peak rates of point-to-point links [6, 7]. The constraints while designing the above-mentioned applicants are critical as very compact radiators are required in low-power devices so that they fit in these devices. The antennas should be compact with the primary module consisting of the substrates of the RF boards and should support pattern diversity to achieve better device throughput. Antennas have specific and preferable resonances over the nonresonant UWB (ultrawideband) antennas [8]. A compact simple structure MIMO UWB antenna is proposed in [9] for portable devices. A connecting metal line and cross-shaped decoupling slots are engraved on the ground plane to attain UWB characteristics and separation/isolation between the elements. Here, we have proposed a composite right left
handed (CRLH) MIMO antenna fed with an asymmetric coplanar strip for multiband operations with separation of 0.4 λ₀ at 5 GHz which is proposed in [10]. The antenna system achieves isolation of 25 dB and ECC lower than 0.05 without employing additional decoupling structures. Another structure with an ACS-fed antenna with a shared radiator is discussed for UWB applications [11]. The operating bandwidth is extended by introducing a rectangular patch on its back side and incorporating an I-shaped slot into the radiator. High isolation between the two antenna elements is realized. Few recent research papers on miniaturizing antennas and making them electrically small with multiband operations are discussed in [12–15]. Integrating MIMO antenna modules in handheld portable devices is quite difficult compared to single-element integration. Another finding is that the patterns should differ significantly with low isolation, which poses a difficult design problem in a low-frequency, electrically and spatially confined system.

2. Design, Analysis, and Performance of the Proposed Antenna

For band notching purposes, the proposed antenna comprises of an ACS-fed antenna with a split ring resonator
A 20 mil Rogers 5880 substrate with a loss tangent of 0.01 and a dielectric constant ($\varepsilon_r$) of 2.2 have been basically used to design the proposed antenna. Computer simulation tool (CST) microwave studio is used for simulating the antenna. ACS feeding technique is considered the best technique for size reduction of an antenna as impedance matching is not affected while tuning the antenna, and it hardly affects the antenna efficiency. Furthermore, achieving multi-band operations is easier than the techniques discussed earlier [13–16]. The proposed antenna structure schematics are displayed in Figure 1. Since the high dielectric constant of the substrate results in low radiation efficiency that is why to reduce the cross-polarization, a low dielectric constant thin substrate is chosen. The 50$\Omega$ asymmetric coplanar strip feed line has a trace width of W6 and a W5 gap between the coplanar ground and signal trace, feeding the antenna structure. The antenna is compact with overall dimensions of $0.076\lambda \times 0.409\lambda \times 0.005\lambda$ at 2.6 GHz frequency. The figure shows the surface current distributions at (a) 2.6 GHz, (b) 4.5 GHz, and (c) 5.5 GHz in the proposed scheme.
dimensions of the structure (in mm) are as follows: $L = 37$, $L1 = 10$, $L2 = 15$, $L3 = 15$, $L4 = 17$, $W1 = 8.8$, $W2 = 3.3$, $W3 = 1.8$, $W4 = 1.2$, $W5 = 1.0$, $W6 = 0.3$, and $W7 = 1.4$. The proposed antenna operated in the frequency ranges of 1.75-3.6 GHz and 5.0-7.7 GHz. Moreover, the structure is fabricated, the results are measured using Keysight FieldFox Microwave Analyzer N99518, and the results were found in good accordance with the simulated results. SMA connector cannot be used for measurement due to faulty soldering between the trace of the asymmetric coplanar strip antenna and the launch pin. As a result, a high frequency-appropriate end-launch connector is utilized. On both sides of the feed line, Rogers 5880 substrate is extended for mounting bulky end-launch connector having industry standard 2.92 mm, and high impedance bandwidth is achieved.

In UWB antennas, thus deployment of ladder-type changing structures in the radiator is incorporated for better broadband and impedance matching. The input reflection coefficient of the antenna depicts the same.

An open-end C-shaped split ring resonator (SRR) is introduced in the back side of the antenna in order to band notching frequencies. The SRR’s length affects the frequency of notching, and for the proposed antenna, it is $2 \times Sw1 + Sl1$. At the notched frequency, that is roughly equivalent to the quarter wavelength. The ladder shape of the radiator also improves the impedance bandwidth. By introducing SRR, the antenna achieves the band notching characteristics at 4.5 GHz and dual pass band characteristics at 2.6 GHz and 5.5 GHz, which caters to 5G mid bands including NR n38 band, 3.5 GHz, and 5.5 GHz band suitable for WiMAX, 5.8 GHz band for WLAN, and C-band, i.e., 6.3 GHz.

In addition, to analyze and understand the proposed antenna’s working mechanism, surface current distribution characterization is illustrated in Figure 2. Figures 2(a) and

---

**Figure 4:** (a, c) 2.6 and 5.5 GHz cross-planar radiation patterns in $E$. (b, d) 2.6 and 5.5 GHz coplanar radiation pattern in $H$ plane.
2(c) show the current distribution at 2.6 and 5.5 GHz, respectively. The current in the radiator is dispersed equally between the two situations. However, the surface current concentration at the 4.5 GHz notched frequency range is mostly at the C-shaped open-ended slot. Because the currents flow in the opposite directions over this slot, destructive interference results in the band notching properties.

Figure 3(a) displays the designed ACS-fed antenna’s simulated and measured input reflection coefficient. In order to cover the working frequencies of 1.75-3.6 GHz and 5.0-7.7 GHz, it achieves dual-passband characteristics at 2.6 GHz and 5.5 GHz. Tolerances in the fabrication process and the substrate’s heterogeneous dielectric constant may be responsible for differences between simulated and measured findings.

For the lower band and upper band, the proposed antenna’s fractional bandwidths are 69% and 43%, respectively. The work of Wheeler [15] and Chu [16] is generally considered for the investigation of small miniaturized antennas. The work establishes theoretical limits showing how bandwidth and electrical size are related to each other. Collin and Rothschild [17] used the work in [15, 16] to develop an expression for the lowest quality factor \( Q \), and they approached the issue by deducting radiation-related energy from the overall energy. According to the authors, the electrical size of the antenna’s lowest order mode is equal to

\[
Q = \frac{1}{ka} + \frac{1}{(ka)^3},
\]

where \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \) and \( a \) is antenna’s minimum enclosing spherical area.

\[
Q = \frac{1}{ka} + \frac{1}{(ka)^3},
\]

In [18], the authors calculated \( Q \) involving both TE and TM modes together for circularly polarized antennas as

\[
Q = \frac{1}{ka} + \frac{1}{2(ka)^3}.
\]

The relationship between \( Q_{\text{min}} \) and bandwidth \( B \) was derived by Yaghjian and Best [19] and is given as

\[
B = \frac{1}{Q} \sqrt{\frac{1}{\Gamma}}.
\]
where the antenna’s maximum permitted VSWR is $\Gamma$. For small antennas, the sphere needs to completely cover the ground plane and radiator. Thus, at the resonant frequency in the lower band for this suggested antenna, $a$ is 9 mm and $k$ is 82.3 rad/m. Equations (2) and (3) show that the theoretically permitted maximum bandwidth is 72% larger than the experimentally determined fractional bandwidth. As a result, the proposed antenna falls under the electrically compact and small antenna category [20–22].

As shown in Figure 3(b), the proposed antenna’s peak gains for the lower band and upper band are 2.5 dBi and 4.8 dBi, respectively. Figure 4 displays the cross-planar and coplanar simulated and measured radiation patterns in $XY$ planes at 2.6 GHz and 5.5 GHz. In $H$ plane at both frequencies, antenna achieves omnidirectional radiation pattern. Both inadequate absorptivity inside the anechoic chamber and stray current flowing beyond the cable and connector may contribute to differences between the measured and simulated radiation.

### 3. Ladder-Shaped ACS-Fed Antenna for MIMO Applications

For antenna in MIMO configuration, the same single-element ACS-fed antenna that was explained in the previous section is utilized. The structure proposed is placed on the opposite edges of the smartphone. The MIMO configuration is obtained by flipping the structure on the other side as shown in Figure 5.

The elements are placed at proper distance so that the configuration meets the standards for the smartphone dimensions as depicted in Figure 5. While obtaining the results, one port is excited, and the other port is simultaneously terminated. The reflection coefficients and the isolation are shown in Figure 6. The radiation plots for both at 2.6 GHz and 5.5 GHz are shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b), respectively.

In order to evaluate the radiation properties of an antenna system for a smartphone application, specific absorption rate (SAR) is used to forecast the effects of radiations on the human head. It can be seen as a function that assesses the amount of electromagnetic radiation that human tissue is exposed to when receiving and sending RF signals. SAR is thought to be a major worry for smartphone antenna systems, and for safer handling, the devices must have very low levels. SAR can be mathematically calculated as follows:

$$\text{Specific absorption rate (SAR)} = \frac{\sigma |E|^2}{2\rho},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\sigma$ represents the electrical conductivity, $\rho$ represents the current density of biological tissue, and $|E|$ is the maximal value of electric field induced in the human tissues. The SAR values determine the harmful effects of electromagnetic radiation on human tissues. According to the IEEE C95.1:2005, which established the safety limitations, if the SAR values are higher than 2 W/kg per 10 g of tissue, it is thought to be extremely damaging to the human body. Thus, the SAR value needs to be as low as possible as the mentioned limit [23] between the mobile antenna and the human head. Figure 8 depicts the induced values of specific absorption rate (SAR) inside the body. Furthermore, incident power density is given by $E^2/377$.

The degree of the correlation between the elements is described in terms of ECC (envelope correlation coefficient),
which is regarded as a crucial metric when building MIMO antenna systems. Authors massively adopt ECC to estimate the MIMO antenna system diversity performance. In order to transmit data streams simultaneously and independently, the antenna radiators must attain weak. Equation (5) is used to calculate for an N-port MIMO antenna system.

\[
\rho_e(i, j, N) = \left( \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} S_{i,n}^* S_{j,n}}{\prod_{k=i,j} \left( 1 - \sum_{n=1}^{N} S_{k,n}^* S_{k,n} \right)^{1/2}} \right)^2
\]  

(5)

where \( \rho_e \) represents correlation among two antenna elements and the number of antenna elements is given by \( N \).

The surge in signal to interference ratio in a MIMO antenna system while consolidating different diversity schemes is discussed by the important parameter DG (diversity gain). Equation (6) is applied to calculate the DG of a MIMO antenna system.

\[
DG = 10 \times \sqrt{1 - |\rho_e|}. 
\]

(6)

The diversity gain (DG) and envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) of the two-port MIMO antenna is shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. It is evident from the figure that the value of ECC is less than 0.1 dB denoting the isolation is good between the MIMO antenna elements. In the operating band, the measured value of diversity gain is touching 9 dB. Therefore, the MIMO antenna system that has been proposed is having acceptable diversity performance.

Furthermore, Table 1 presents the table of comparison between the designed antenna and other state of art.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Antenna size (mm(^2))</th>
<th>Operating frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Type of feeding</th>
<th>Isolation (dB)</th>
<th>Peak gain (dBi)</th>
<th>ECC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[6]</td>
<td>0.38 ( \lambda_o \times 0.38 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>3.1-11</td>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>&lt;0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>0.476 ( \lambda_o \times 0.485 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>5/5.8/6.3</td>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>&lt;0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>0.204 ( \lambda_o \times 0.39 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>3.1-10.6</td>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>N.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>0.4 ( \lambda_o \times 0.7 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>4.6/4.9/5.4</td>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>&lt;0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>0.2 ( \lambda_o \times 0.208 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>2.5/5.6</td>
<td>Microstrip</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>0.28/3.88</td>
<td>&lt;0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>0.422 ( \lambda_o \times 0.06 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>2.4/5</td>
<td>Microstrip</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>N.A</td>
<td>&lt;0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>0.128 ( \lambda_o \times 0.23 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>3.5/5.5/5.8/6.3</td>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>3.3/3.5/3.9/3</td>
<td>&lt;0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>0.612 ( \lambda_o \times 0.612 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>3.65/4.75/9.10</td>
<td>CPW</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>0.375 ( \lambda_o \times 0.316 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>2.5/3.6/5.5</td>
<td>Microstrip</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>1.65 ( \lambda_o \times 1.65 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>5.5/6.75</td>
<td>CPW</td>
<td>-25</td>
<td>3.5/4</td>
<td>&lt;0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Work</td>
<td>0.076 ( \lambda_o \times 0.409 \lambda_o )</td>
<td>1.75-3.6/5.0-7.7</td>
<td>ACS</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>2.5/4.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Conclusion

An electrically compact ACS-fed antenna integrated in smartphone with actual dimensions of 0.076 λ × 0.409 λ × 0.005 λ is proposed, designed and fabricated successfully over Rogers RT 5880 substrate. The antenna provides the dual-passband characteristics which cater to WiMAX, WLAN, C-band and sub-6 GHz 5G bands and achieves the FBW (fractional bandwidth) of 69% and 43% in both the upper and lower bands, respectively. The MIMO of the prototype is also discussed achieving orthogonal pattern diversity. The MIMO configuration has respectable values of ECC and diversity gain. The antenna serves as potential candidate for 5G and IoT application considering the boom in capacity and increased data rates.
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